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Abstract

This paper provides the outcomes of a work consisting in modeling and

learning some earthquakes data collected during the Mayotte seismo-

volcanic crisis of 2018-2021. We highlight the performance of some pro-

cess data models in order to illustrate the spatial and temporal dynamic.

Unsupervised clustering method, spatial pattern analysis, spatial den-

sity estimation through spatial marked point process; time series and

spatio-temporal models are efficient tools that we studied in this

paper to look for the spatial and temporal variation of such spatial

data mainly driven by the detected underwater volcano around May-

otte called Fani Maoré. The dynamic of the magnitude and depth
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events of the Fani Maoré with the use of the above mentionned mod-

els seems to perform the data. We present a discussion thoughout

the presentation of the obtained results together with the limit of

this study and some forthcoming projects and modeling developments.

Keywords: Classification, Spatio-temporal model, Time series, Spatial point
pattern analysis , Earth Science, Spatial density smoothing

1 Introduction

A new emergence of natural seismic events occurred on May 10, 2018, in the
Mayotte island, an oversea department of France, located in the Comoros
archipelago. Only two days later, others earthquakes events were widely felt
across the island and raised local people’s fears of a past tsunami in 2004, see
[1]. Since then, Mayotte is experiencing a major spread of magmatic events near
its area ([2–4]), recording fairly intense earthquakes. During this new seismic
wave, a strange low-frequency wave propagated across the planet. At that time,
experts argued that earthquakes and this strange signal were probably related
to the movement of molten rock; by arguing that the seismic episodes were the
result of magma crashing into the subsurface. During these earthquake waves,
several deep-sea fish were found dead on the sea surface of the island. A number
of hypotheses have emerged in the scientific literature to explain such natural
hazards during this crisis period. Among these, a probable volcanic eruption
which would have modified the usual biotope of the underwater fauna and flora.
In particular, a probable warming of the water temperature as well as a modi-
fication of the salinity which disturbed the species. Other hypothesis deal with
methane trapped in marine sediments (from organic decomposition) or juve-
nile carbon monoxide (magmatic origin) accumulated at the base of the water
column. The earthquakes must have disturbed the marine depths and released
these to the surface. The seismic episode began when few monitoring instru-
ments were present on the island (a few seismometers and GNSS stations) and
they did not allow the area to be surrounded. In this context, the uncertainties
related to the depth and location of earthquakes were very significant (Lemoine
et al., 2019) and the hypotheses as to the origin of this phenomenon, difficult
to substantiate. However, with limited monitoring of earthquakes; it took a
year after the start of the crisis to begin to instrument the area before a real
monitoring network volcanology and seismology of Mayotte (Revosima). The
link to a volcanic activity was reinforced by an e-print of a study posted to the
EarthArxiv server in February 2019 ([3]). This study attributed the seismic
series to a huge magma chamber that was beginning to drain, in what could to
be the largest submarine volcanic event ever detected. Thus, researchers finally
discover an underwater volcano 50 km off the east coast of Mayotte linked to
the ongoing seismic sequence. The basis of the edifice is about 5 km wide with
3.4 km of deep and covers more than a quarter of the area of the main island
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(Grande-Terre). The population felt lot of earthquakes, mainly during the first
month of the crisis with some buildings damages. Recall that, some relevant
observed events during this period were the rise of dead pelagic fish and the
indirect effects of subsidence associated with the deformation produced when
the magma chamber empties, multiplies the episodes of submersion during
high tides. Moreover, it is not known if the volcano is completely new or if it is
only recent activity on an old structure. This seismic crisis now related to the
volcanic eruption is comparable in volume to that of Lakki, see [5]. Between
May and July 2019, nearly 5 km3 of lava was deposited nearly 50 km east of
the island on the seafloor due to the emptying of a magma reservoir located
at a depth of about 30 km, [6, 7]. However, this kind of study could not go
further in its conclusions at the time and many questions remain unanswered
while scientists analyze the data. It is, in this data analysis context, that we
aim in this paper to study the spatio-temporal dynamic of the earthquake
data (magnitude, depth) through the recorded data basis. The monitoring of
the earthquakes dynamics both temporally and spatially can help to under-
stand the data process evolution and the associate spatial risk. The paper also
discusses on the seismic risk perception in Mayotte from the point of view
of living populations on the island. Section 2 described the spatio-temporal
observation of the geodynamic and seismicity in the study area. In section 3,
we present five main analyis and modeling tools used to highlight the charac-
teristics of the spatial and temporal evolution of the earthquake (magnitude,
depth). More precisely, we conducted an unsupervised clustering method, spa-
tial pattern analysis, spatial density estimation through spatial marked point
process in a given delay; estimation methods through time series and spatio-
temporal models. Section 4 consists of our results presentation and a detailed
discussion that follows the main methodology applied to the data. Finally,
conclusions, limit of the present study and future academic development and
ongoing projects are presented in the last section.

2 Study area and observed Data

This section describes the study area of earthquake as well as the geodynamic
story, data-sets involved and risk perception. Mayotte and it’s surrounding
region is used as the study area of the present work. Mayotte is an island of
374 km2 composed of two islands (the largest and main island called Grande-
Terre) and located in the Indian Ocean, East of Africa, in the Mozambique
Channel, separating Madagascar from Africa.

2.1 Seismovolcanic activity, vulnerability and risk

perception

The genesis of the Comorian Archipelago is still discussed within the scientific
community. Nevertheless, most authors agree on the existence of intraplate
hotspots ([8]) which started to build volcanoes between 15 and 10 million years
ago, with an emerging part between 8 and 10 million years ago ([9]). Some
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authors propose a combined tectonic activity on transformation faults reacti-
vated by a deformed lithosphere ([10, 11]). Although the region of Mayotte is
not completely devoid of volcanic activity, Mayotte had remained peaceful for
a long time: the last known eruption took place more than 4.000 years ago.
Historically, the geological activity of Mayotte does not record strong and reg-
ular earthquakes (see Figure 1). The French seismic regulatory zonation (2010)
classifies Mayotte’s territory as a zone of moderate seismicity (Zone 3 out of
5). The seismicity story for the period before the global seismometer network
was installed, is not well documented. Nevertheless, some events have passed
through time without giving any indication of their intensity but only by the
prevalence of effects via oral transmission. It is based on a set of testimonies
collected from the population and their memories transmitted over several gen-
erations, gathered in [1]. This type of memory data collection is common to
many African cultures with great certainty.

Fig. 1: Seismicity in the Mozambique canal since 1970 up to 2018

The power of an earthquake is measured (at given station) using a mag-
nitude scale called the Richter scale which determines the magnitude level

(Ml = log
(

A
A0(δ)

)

where A is the maximum excursion of the Wood–Anderson

seismograph, the empirical function A0 depends only on the epicentral dis-
tance δ of the station; see [12]). Thus, the Richter magnitude of an earthquake
is determined from the logarithm of the amplitude of waves recorded by
seismographs. The typical effects of earthquakes of various magnitudes near
the epicenter can be found in [13]. In general, we noticed that the population
of Mayotte was historically unprepared for earthquakes; even if historical
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records confirm that damaging earthquakes had occurred in the past in this
region. The most ancient information goes back to the 17th century with four
earthquakes that caused damage to the mosques of Mtsamboro (1606), a city
in the north-west of Mayotte as mentioned in [1] and taken up in [14]. This
seismic event is linked to the reconstruction of the Tsingoni mosque (he oldest
active mosque in France), one of the few if not the only building that has
stood the test of time in Mayotte since its construction in the 16th century.
Information collected evokes reconstructions following the earthquakes that
would be produced later in 1691. In 1829, [15] relates an earthquake that
would have occurred 50 years earlier, in December 1829. This event would
have led to the collapse of part of the mountain of Koualé. The village of
Koualé is now abandoned, no doubt, due to the many natural hazards (ground
movements, floods) that have hampered its development. Some seismic events
have occurred in this period without a given indication of their intensity.
The traces of the 1829 seismic events are mentioned in testimonies in the
villages of Sada and M’Tsapéré, see [1]. Note that The catalog of SisFrance
(see [16]) earthquakes, mentions also some events that occurred in 1936, 1941,
and 1953. A well-known reference earthquake from the population of Mayotte
which caused significant damage in the north and south of the main island
(but no deaths reported) is the earthquake reported on April 23, 1993, with a
magnitude Ml = 5.0. In [1], the author found testimonies from the village of
M’Tsangamouji telling that this earthquake had destroyed a certain number
of housing. The latest earthquake near Mayotte was felt on September 9,
2011, at 4:25 p.m. local time and was located 35 km west of Mamoudzou,
the main town. This earthquake reached a magnitude of Ml = 5.0. A com-
plete historical seismicity catalog integrating seismicity within the Comoros
archipelago, the region of Madagascar, Tanzania, and the Mozambique Chan-
nel, can be found in [14] and references therein. On 13 May 2018, a magnitude
Ml = 4.6 earthquake was widely felt by the island population. This was
the first notable event in the earthquake swarm, which is estimated to have
started on 10 May 2018 at 8.14am local time. It was the first of the ongoing
seismic sequence in Mayotte. The population felt many of them that caused
slight damage to buildings. This unusual seismic activity quickly caused panic
among the inhabitants, who were not unprepared for such earthquakes events
as discussed above. On 15 May, a powerful earthquake was recorded reaching
a magnitude of Ml = 5.62. One month after the start of the crisis, more than
1.500 seismic events were recorded by measuring instruments, some of them
exceed a magnitude of Ml = 5, and 140 reached a magnitude of more than
Ml = 4. This has created an unbearable psychosis among a large part of the
island’s population. Consequently, prevention policies have to consider prepa-
ration for a destructive earthquake on the island as an important component
of action plans. Physical damage is visible on many public buildings and some
private homes. The authorities prevention policies measure was taken such as
closing some of them as a precautionary measure. The school environment
was particularly affected, with the closure of several classrooms in secondary
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schools. In some schools, timetabling measures were put in place to allow
students to continue attending classes despite the constraints. Faced with this
situation, evacuation measures were taken, leading to the rehousing of many
families whose homes had been destroyed, [17]. Considering the difficult living
situation in this seismic crisis period, with especially pressure from the local
political actors, the national authorities reacted quickly. From May 2018, a
major scientific mobilisation through research resources have been mobilised
to better understand this phenomenon. A constellation of several French
research organisations were appointed to observe the phenomenon. The first
mission called MAYOBS1, took place on board of the Marion Dufresne, a
vessel of the French Oceanographic Fleet operated by Ifremer. The objective
of this mission was to recover and redeploy six seabed seismometers (OBS)
installed three months earlier, as well as to acquire data on the relief and
nature of the sea floor. It is during this mission that, the active new marine
volcano volcanic edifice was observed, at a depth of 3.5 km and located from
50 km east of Mayotte, [6]; see Figure 2. The volcano culminates at almost
820 m and the diameter of its base is about 5 km. The island itself appears
to be shifting 1.5 cm eastward and sinking about 1cm every month since
mid-July 2018. The volcanic activity has progressively moved northwest and
is now located in the Comoros archipelago. It caused the island to stop
growing which, coupled with active tropical erosion due to heavy rainfall, led
to its subsidence and the slow construction of a coral reef around Mayotte.
The island’s inhabitants wonder about the possible dangers that this volcano
could represent. Further studies confirm new threats such as the possibility
of a tsunami affecting the coast of Mauritius, [18]. An exploratory analysis of
the seismovolcanic activity was done in [19] in order to highlight the seismo-
volcanic activity. Teleseismic receiver-functions and Rayleigh-wave dispersion
curves are used to quantify wave velocity profiles beneath the active volcanic
zone off Mayotte. The authors show that the lithosphere in the east-northeast
quadrant is composed of four main layers, interpreted as the volcanic edifice,
the crust with underplating, the lithospheric mantle, and the asthenosphere.
The seismic activity recorded is between the new moho and the mantle.
The authors identify a deep magma storage within the lithospheric mantle
(between 38 and 54 km depth) whose dynamics have produced seismicity
since 2018. This is the main magma reservoir composed of high-melting liquid
(uncertainty of 2 km). There is a transfer of magma through a plumbing sys-
tem from the large reservoir to the surface (new volcano) with intermediate
magma chambers, located at 17 km and 28 km, feeding the activity.
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Fig. 2: Simplified reconstruction of the Mayotte volcano (Fani Maoré).

Population information and plan action is a fundamental issue for effective
disaster volcano risk reduction. Some actions are undertaken to reinforce the
safety of the population against these threats. Awareness-raising campaigns
are being conducted to inform the population about what to do in the event
of an earthquake or tsunami since january, 2021. Evacuation plans are devel-
oped and warning systems are put in place to ensure a rapid response in case
of need, [20]. Exposure to high level natural hazards is important to control.
People living under the threat of volcanic hazard need information about their
vulnerability. In this way let us mentioned a major work on Atlas of natural
risks and territorial vulnerabilities of Mayotte in [21], before the beginning of
the earthquake swarm. This work deals with the understanding, spatial mon-
itoring of natural hazards in Mayotte. It introduces a range of approaches
and maps to explain the perceived and experienced risks, their consequences
and their physical, socio-cultural, historical or geographical determinants. It
uses multiple sources of geographical, geomorphological, climatic and histori-
cal information collected in the field, from institutions and populations. This
is for the best of our knowledge the first synthetic monitoring tools that had
ever been done in the department of Mayotte with respect to volcanic issues
before 2018 for risk prevention. However, the framing of monitoring and risk
management, as well as the strategies adopted to share information with the
public, has evolved significantly over time, see [22]. Risk prevention and aware-
ness actions in educational/school settings is actually important and being
currently the subject of many lessons studies and rechearch projects involving
primary and secondary schools of Mayotte, see as an example [23]. Note that,
since the discovery of the underwater volcano as well as exploratory analy-
sis of the seismovolcanic activity, other missions have followed until the last
called MAYOBS23. Each mission brings new data for the understanding of the
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phenomenon. The Marine Advanced geophysical Research equipment Mayotte
multidisciplinary Observatory for research and response project (MARMOR)
was the logical continuation of this mobilisation in order to better structure
the French scientific community working on this subject for continuous seis-
mological monitoring to provide it with continuous data, in real time, 24 hours
a day, thanks to an underwater cable infrastructure.

2.2 Observed spatial data set of magnitude and depth

Since the emergence of the new swarm eartquake time series data in the
area of Mayotte island, many efforts have been made by the above already
mentionned volcanological and seismological monitoring network, Revosima,
to monitor the occurrence of seismic events. Research now shows that the
epicenter of the time series of seismic episodes were the result of magma
crashing into the subsurface and the low-frequency wave, waves resonating
in a collapsing magma chamber. The material of this work deal with earth-
quakes spatial time series data in the area of Mayotte presented spatially in
Figure 3, 4 and in Figures 6 and 5 as concerned the time series of the weekly
variation of the magnitude and the daily frequency from 2018 to the end of
2021. The time series sequence has an average magnitude equal to Ml = 2.02
with a minimum value of Ml = 0.14 and a maximum value of Ml = 5.62
which appeared on May 15, 2018. The spatial variation by month is shown in
Figures 7 to 14 both for magnitude and depth. Note that, the data analysis
and modeling aspects are implemented using R software.

Fig. 3: The spatial magnitude variation from 2018 to 2021.
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Fig. 4: The spatial depth variation from 2018 to 2021.

Fig. 5: Daily observation of earthquake
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Fig. 6: Weekly observations of the magnitude

Fig. 7: Spatial monthly variation of the magnitude in 2018
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Fig. 8: Spatial monthly variation of the magnitude in 2019

Fig. 9: Spatial monthly variation of the magnitude in 2020
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Fig. 10: Spatial monthly variation of the magnitude in 2021

Fig. 11: Spatial monthly variation of the depth level in 2018
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Fig. 12: Spatial monthly variation of the depth level in 2019

Fig. 13: Spatial monthly variation of the depth level in 2020
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Fig. 14: Spatial monthly variation of the depth level in 2021

3 Modeling method

In this section, we introduce theoretical backgroundand relevant tools for the
data analysis and modeling process.

Muldimensional exploration analysis

We conduct principal component analysis (PCA) (see [24]; [25]) on the earth-
quakes data parameters (longitude, lattitude, depth, magnitude, month/year).
This analysis is a pre-processing step before moving on to clustering. The
unsupervised classification designates a corpus of methods whose objective is
to draw up or find an existing typology characterizing a set of n observa-
tions, from p characteristics measured on each of the observations. We use
the complementarity between clustering and principal component methods to
better highlight the main feature of our data set. The objective is to obtain a
hierarchical tree, in other words a sequence of nested partitions going from a
partition in which each individual is considered as a group to one in which all
the individuals belong to the same group. The first dimensions of PCA will
extract most of the information while the last ones are limited to noise and
the number of dimensions retained for the grouping can be chosen with sev-
eral methods. The hcpc function of R software allows us to visualize the tree,
the partition and the main components in a convenient way.
An unsupervised clustering is done after based on the principal components
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in this paper. The results are plotted in the map to correlate the obtained
clustered with the spatial distribution of the earthquakes events.

Spatial point patterns analysis and density smoothing

The spatial distribution of the magnitude can be modelled through spatial
point patterns analysis [26] and from marked point process in space-time. The
complete spatial randomness (CSR) process corresponds to a distribution of an
homogeneous Poisson process (constant intensity function). In general, such a
process has the properties of homogeneity (absence of spatial preference) and
independence (realizations in one region have no influence on the others). A
basic measure proposed by B.D. Ripley (see [27, 28]). is the function K̂ defined
as the ratio between the average of the number of events expected on a radius
r and the intensity λ:

K(r) =
E[N0(r)]

λ
,

where E[N0(r)]. Given an estimation of intensity function at a point x, λ, we
can estimate K by a non-parametric method (kernel method) as follows:

K̂ =
1

D

∑

i

∑

j ̸=i

Ixi−xj≤rc(xi, xj , r),

with D = n(n−1)
w

, w stands for the study area and c(xi, xj , r) corresponds to
the correction of edge effects. The integer n is the total points of observations
and Ixi−xj≤r is an indicator function which is equals to 1 if points xi and
xj are at a distance less than r and 0 otherwise. In the case of complete

spatial randomness, the empirical function K̂ deviates relatively little from
πr2. Otherwise, if K̂(r) > Kpois(r), the points are clustered, else they are in a
regular distribution. The Chi-squared test of CSR using the quadrat analysis
method (see [29, 30]) allows us to check/confirm the clustered configuration.
Whenever it is so easy to see that the homogeneity of the earthquake space
is not verified or optimal the use of an in-homogeneous marked point pattern
process [31], is necessary in order to give a fitting model. Let

Y = {(x1,m1), ..., (xn,mn)}, xi ∈ W, mi ∈ M, be an in-homogeneous
marked point pattern process, where W ⊂ R

2 is the study region and M a
set of possible marks. Denote by λ(x,m) on R

2 × M the joint intensity for
locations x ∈ R

2 and mark values m ∈ M . The probability density f of the
in-homogeneous Poisson marked point process Y with joint intensity function
λ(x,m) at location x ∈ W and mark m ∈ M is given by :

f(y) = exp
(

∑

m∈M

∫

W

(1− λ(xi,m))dx
)

nm(y)
∏

i=1

λ(xi,m)
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where nm(y) is the number of points in y having mark value m. To access
spatial trends in the marks, the smoother mark value at location u ∈ R

2 is

m̂(u) =

∑

i miK(u− xi)
∑

i K(u− xi)

where K can be the Nadaraya-Watson kernel smoother and mi the mark
value at data point xi.

3.1 Times series : Holt-Winters Model

In addition to the spatial distribution characteristics, the temporal relation-
ship is also reflected in the time series data. In this article, a Holt-Winters
model which is a forecasting method based on trends and seasonality, see
[32, 33] is used. The Dickey Fuller test is used to check stationarity and the
(partial) auto-correlation function (ACF and PACF) help to analyse the dif-
ferences between the consecutive observations in the absence of stationarity,
in order to make a time series stationary considering the delay.

We denote the observed time series by Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn. Denote by Ŷt+h/t

the forecast for h periods ahead of Yt+h based on all the data up to time
t. Holt-Winters’ method is based on three smoothing equations: one for the
level, one for trend, and one for seasonality. There are two different Holt-
Winters’ methods, depending on whether seasonality is modeled in an additive
or multiplicative way.

Multiplicative Seasonality

The equations for Holt-Winters’ multiplicative method are as follows:



















lt = α Yt

st−m
+ (1− α)(lt−1 + bt−1)

bt = β(lt − lt−1) + (1− β)bt−1

st = γ Yt

lt−1+bt−1

+ (1− γ)st−m

Ŷt+h/t = (lt + bth)st−m + h+
m,

where lt represents the level of the series, bt denotes the growth (trend), st
is the seasonal component, h+

m = [(h − 1)modm] + 1, and m is the length of
seasonality. The parameters α, β, and γ are usually restricted to lie between 0
and 1. We refer the reader to [34] for more details.
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Additive Seasonality

The basic equations for Holt-Winters’ additive method are as follows:















lt = α(Yt − st−m) + (1− α)(lt−1 + bt−1)
bt = β(lt − lt−1) + (1− β)bt−1

st = γ(Yt − lt−1 − bt−1) + (1− γ)st−m

Ŷt+h/t = (lt + bth)st−m + h+
m.

3.2 A Spatio-Temporal data process model

In this section, we give a modified version of a deterministic Dynamic Spatio-
Temporal process model, see [35]. It is the so called Inverse Distance Weighting
and as the name suggests, the IDW model predicts the attribute value of
a variable at positions where no samples are available based on the spatial
distance between that position and other positions where samples have been
collected. Observations that are spatially closest to the observation to be pre-
dicted receive a greater weight in the prediction, while distant observations
will have a relatively weak influence on the prediction. The weight assigned to
each sample is also controlled by a power parameter, often referred to as θ. As
θ increases, the weight assigned to outlying samples decreases. This factor can
be understood as a smoothing parameter. If the smoothing effect is too great,
it can hide interesting variability or give the impression that the variable to
be predicted is much more homogeneous on the plot than it really is. In fact,
when θ is small, nearby and far samples exert a strong influence on the obser-
vations to be predicted. Consequently, the prediction risks being very smooth
because it does not take into account only local phenomena. On the other
hand, if θ is too large, only very local processes will be considered which may
give the interpolated map a grainy, non-smooth appearance. An advantage the
IDW technique is that it takes into account more observations to make the
predictions, which is likely to improve the accuracy of the latter. Nevertheless,
it is necessary to set the p-parameter correctly for the interpolated map to be
relevant and reliable.

The novelty comes from the fact that we introduce a covariate (here the
depth of the observed magnitudes) in the prediction. Note that the earth-
quake events we consider for the application are localised from from an
underwater volcano. We consider magnitudes observations {M(sij ; tj)} for
spatial locations (longitude and latitude) {sij : i = 1, . . . ,mj} at times times
{tj : j = 1, . . . , T}. The following (exact) spatio-temporal predictor is built
from [35] as follows on some location s0 and time t0:

M̂(s0; t0) =

T
∑

j=1

mj
∑

i=1

wij(s0; t0)M(sij ; tj)

where
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wij(s0; t0) =
w̃ij(s0; t0)

∑T
k=1

∑mk

l=1 w̃lk(s0; t0)

and
w̃ij(s0; t0) = K((sij ; tj), (s0; t0)) (1)

with K((sij ; tj), (s0; t0)) a transition kernel function depending on the
distance between the spatio-temporal location (sij ; tj) and the prediction loca-
tion (s0; t0)) with the bandwidth parameter θ that specify the redistribution
of weights for the process at the previous time over the spatial domain taking
into account the contribution of the depth explanatory variable in the weights.
We shall consider the case

K((sij , βij ; tj), (s0; t0)) =
1

d((sij ; tj), (s0; t0))θ
, (2)

At this step, it suffices to compute pairwise distance to obtain the kernel
weight. But at this stage, we have practical implications, because not only,
data may leads to very small values approaching zero of d((sij ; tj), (s0; t0))

θ

which causes problems in the above equation. Thus if values of 0 are present
in the data, we derive the following transformation

Y ∗(sij ; tj) =
Y ∗(sij ; tj)(N − 1) + 1/k

N
where N is the number of observations. This compresses the data symmetri-
cally around .5 from a range of 1 to (N − 1)/N , so extreme values are affected
more than values lying close to 1/2. Additionally, we see that for N large
enough the compression vanishes, that is, larger data sets are less affected by
this transformation.
Note that Another classical example, among others, of a kernel function K is
the Gaussian radial basis kernel

K((sij ; tj), (s0; t0)) = exp
(

−
1

θ
d((sij ; tj), (s0; t0))

2
)

(3)

where the bandwidth parameter θ is proportional to the variance parameter
in a Gaussian distribution. Usually, θ is chosen by cross-validation.

3.3 Performance criteria and Model selection

To evaluate the prediction models, we’ll make use of the following statistical
measure.

Mean Square Prediction Error (MSPE):

MSPEN =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(

yi − ŷi
)2
,
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where yk denotes actual value and ŷk denotes predicted value and N is the
total number of testing samples. Since the use of the bandwidth parameters θ
is necessary, we make use of a cross-validation principle for a better selection
of the bandwidth parameter θ. We choose several values of the parameter θ
and seeks to evaluate model predictions by splitting the data into a training
sample and a validation sample, then fitting the model with the training sam-
ple and evaluating it with the validation sample. In K-fold cross-validation we
randomly split the available data into K roughly equal-size components (or
”folds”). Each fold is held out, the model is trained on the remaining K − 1
folds, and then the model is evaluated on the fold that was held out. Specifi-
cally, for k = 1, ...,K folds, we fit the model with the k-th fold removed, and
obtain predictions ŷ−k

i of yi for i = 1, ...,mk where mk is the number of data in
the k-th fold. We then select a MPSE metric by which we evaluate the predic-
tions relative to the held-out samples. Note that, good choices for the number
of folds are K = 5 and K = 10. We refer the reader to [36]; for more details
on cross-validation methods.

4 Results

The purpose of this section is to apply the above methodology to the 2018-2021
earthquakes data in Mayotte area together with a detailled discussion.

Fig. 15: Cluster position on the map: Cluster 1 (red color), Cluster 2 (green
color), Cluster 3 (blue color) and Cluster 4 (pink color)
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We try to explain the relative differences on the seismic sequence, based
on the longitude, latitude, depth, magnitude, month and year, by using an
Ascending Hierarchical Classification. Earthquakes data processed with a fac-
tor analysis shows the Clusters positions on the map in Figure 15. The cluster
segregation shows that the earthquake data evolve in a random manner and
are increasingly clustered towards the east of Mayotte. Spatio-temporal vari-
ation hence drives each cluster. Cluster 1 (158 events) is characterized mostly
by magnitude level greater than ML = 4 for 75% of them ; while the depth is
between 10 and 53 with mean equal to 30. Such events happen between Octo-
ber 2018 and April 2019. In this cluster, events (minority proximal swarm)
are located mainly in the north-east of Mayotte. This events corresponds to
the period when the population felt the most seismic events. If in Cluster 2
(4560 events) events were recorded between 2018 and 2021, their are located
mostly in the east of Mayotte with depths varying from 0 to 46 (it is the
main proximal swarm). Note that 75% of the magnitudes are greater than
2.4 with a mean magnitude equal to ML = 2.08. The cluster 3 (1882 events)
segregates only events located at the east and increasingly to the east of May-
otte. They are recorded between december 2019 and 2021 with low and high
depth values. The magnitude mean is around 1.94 and 75% of the magnitudes
are greater than 2.27. Finally, Cluster 4 (2565 events) contains events that
occurred between January 2020 and December 2021. It seems to be a distant
swarm located mostly more than 25km from the east of Mayotte. The mean
magnitude is equal to ML = 2.09 and 75% of the magnitudes are greater than
2. The depth varying from 0 to 77 with a mean equal to 36.

Now let’s look at a spatial point pattern analysis which allow to abalyse
the spatial structures through the distributions of the spatial points with a
random distribution. By dividing the observation area into 5000 cells, the
Chi-squared Test of the CSR using quadrat counts shows that the earthquake
events distribution is clustered and not completely random. The estimation
of the ratio function K̂ between the average of the number of events expected
on the radius r, the intensity λ and the CSR complete spatial randomness
function K̂pois is given in Figure 16. We find that the function K(r) is almost
above the complete spatial randomness function which induces again global
clustered spatial points of earthquake events apart from May 2018 to May
2019 (where the distribution were completely random). Globally, we can say
that the daily events of future earthquakes events depend on those of the past
over the four years and are almost clustered.
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Fig. 16: The complete spatial randomness results

Since we observed an in-homogeneous and clustered spatial variation, we
show here a spatial smoothing estimation effect obtained using a marked point
pattern process. In Figure 17, we plot a spatial Kernel estimate of the observed
magnitude density by year to get an impression of the local spatial variations.
Globally, this shows that a spatial estimation of the magnitude density leads
to a mixture of clustered and randomly spatial distributed earthquakes events.
The spatial density smoothing results show a slightly spatial growing trend
from the north and south toward the eastern part of Mayotte for slightly high
and moderate magnitude level until April 2019; see Figure 21.
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Fig. 17: Fitting the yearly spatial variation of the magnitude density

Fig. 18: Fitting the trimester spatial variation of the magnitude level events
density over the year 2018.
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Fig. 19: Fitting the trimester spatial variation of the magnitude level events
density over the year 2019.

Fig. 20: Fitting the trimester spatial variation of the magnitude level events
density over the year 2020.
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Fig. 21: Fitting the trimester spatial variation of the magnitude level events
density over the year 2021.

In addition to the above spatial distribution characteristics, the temporal
relationship is also reflected in the time series data. We show that the time
series of the daily frequency and weekly magnitudes of earthquakes presents
trends, cycles, and seasonality. The Dickey-Fuller Test show that with a p-
value of 53.5% allow to conclude the non-stationarity of the time series. By
applying the Holt-Winters models, we obtain approximately the same result
in the additive and multiplicative methods for the forecasting results in Figure
??.
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Fig. 22: Estimate frequency of daily earthquakes by Holt-Winters model

We observe a growing trend until September 2019 and a decreasing trend
starting from this latter month. For seasonality, we observe seasonality during
July over the four years. As a result, during this month, we observe an increase
in the frequency of earthquakes. Globally, the frequency decreases significantly
over the years for all types of levels. Between 2019 and 2020, there is a decrease
of 13% for low magnitudes (magnitude level less than 3) earthquakes and
63% for medium magnitudes (magnitude level between 3 and 5), and from
2020 to 2021, there is an increase of 33% in low magnitude, compared to
74% for medium magnitudes. On the other hand, concerning the slightly high
magnitudes (magnitude level between 5 and 6), note that from 2019 until the
end of 2021, they are rare events.
Now, we present the results on the the predictions of the spatio-temporal
data model introduced in Section 3.2. The spatio-temporal estimation that we
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present is concerned with the magnitude (one could also liked to estimate the
depth) and is given in Figures 23 and 24.

Fig. 23: Fitting the Spatio-Temporal Data model
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Fig. 24: Fitting the Spatio-Temporal Data model

Until May 2019, we observe a spatial evolution of earthquakes with magni-
tude remaining almost constant with moderate level and some week probability
of appearance of slightly high magnitude around 5. We see later that from May
2019, this lead to a strong contagion in all spatial locations, especially for low
magnitudes and a shift toward the eastern part of Mayotte. There appears to
be an epicentre in the northwest first (2018). Thereafter, there was a massive
concentration in the east of Mayotte, mainly with low magnitude levels (in the
vicinity of the detected marine volcano). We also note a continuous propaga-
tion of earthquakes of average intensities approximately the same as in 2019
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with in addition, a meteoric concentration of weak earthquakes. They spread
mostly towards the east.

5 Conclusions and perspectives

In this study, several spatial analysis and data models were used to explore
the dynamics of the observed spatial data. The use of unsupervised clustering
method reveals that the data are increasingly clustered with a spatio-temporal
variation towards the east of Mayotte. The spatial structure was check by a
point pattern analysis method together with a spatial smoothing trough some
time variation. In addition, the temporal distribution were reflected in the time
series data with clearly a trends and seasonality and cycle. Finaly, a spatio-
temporal process was introduce to capture both the space and time variation of
the earthquake data driven by the Fani Maoré underwater volcano. Addressing
other developed framework of this paper in future research may yield to non
linear dynamic spatio-temporal process data model including more data infor-
mation than the magnitude and depth. Other practical perspectives deal with
the development of more reliable data collection tools. For example, the MAR-
MOR project was able to monitor data that are becoming very big data hence
relevant for a deep learning. In this context, some major projects are ongo-
ing. Firstly, the implementation of an analytical platform to develop a data
distribution based on web applications to analyse and identify some warning
events. This will be usefull for the monitoring of the marine volcano evolution.
In addition, given the wide variety of data sets from different missions (geo-
physical, marine biology, environmental, etc.), there is a need for computing
and data storage infrastructure. The complexity of the modelling used for the
analysis, processing, calibration and correlation of these data requires dedi-
cated computing resources. Thus the establishment of a spatial data mining
center in Mayotte, will allow the management and data analysis with statis-
tical and spatial tasks. Indeed, it is important to minimise false alarms when
analysing data to ensure reliable results.
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